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Concept of VITESS

I The concept of the Virtual Instrumentation Tool for ESS (VITESS) has been developed during
Iseveral years of active usage on a series of neutron instruments and was tested on new devices.
JVTTESS has a comfortable modular structure consisting of independently executable program
(components (e.g. guide, chopper, polarizer, sample, focussing monochromator/analyser). Each
I module changes the neutron beam input and the output is a function of the parameters only

I chosen for that respective module. Neutron beam input and output represent an optionally large
number of neutron trajectories each of which is described by 12 coordinates, in the following

•G0aseqaefltly,"j[he user can simply use the provided basic executables and new ones, written and
compiled by himself, in order to study the changes of neutron coordinates anywhere in the

I instrument and generate the statistic of the trajectories. Modules can be combined into a piped
1 command line to speed up computation and to reduce the memory required. The graphical user
jinterface additionally helps to create and run a command linej>f.

Simulation results

VITESS offers an advanced Monte Carlo computational technique for the numerical calculation
of neutron instruments, e.g. the count rate and resolution of crystal analyser backscattering
spectrometers (BS) (Fig. 1.) and reflectometers (Fig. 2.). The comparison of various moderator
options (decoupled-poisoned, decoupled and coupled) at the future European Spallation Source
(ESS), by considering both short and long pulse options, is currently one of the main applications
ofVITESS.
Main components of BS spectrometers are the crystal analysers [2]. A realistic programming of
these modules is decisive for the outcoming data because these complex instrument parts highly
determine both the wavelength selection and intensities measured in the detectors. The reflected
neutron trajectories are sensitive on the d-spacing distribution and on the 2-dimensional (taking
only atomic/diffraction planes) mosaicity of the crystal. Both intensity and beam divergence are
highly influenced by the focussing geometry of the analysers.
For reflectometers, the same wavelength and angular resolutions were used for all instruments
and the intensity as a function of momentum transfer compared. F'or a sample with a reflectivity
R(Q), the time to measure a whole spectrum of a given statistical accuracy can then be calculated.
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Fig. 1.: Monte Carlo computed count rate and elastic energy resolution for a planned S i ( l l l )
analyser backscattering time of flight spectrometer at ESS.
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Fig. 2.: MC simulation of reflectometry at ESS using different target stations with coupled
moderator - Instrument lengths: 18.5 m (SP), 66 m (LP); choppers: a 180° chopper at half
distance between source and detector and 2 frame overlap chopper in each instrument;
wavelength bands: 2.4 - 5.4 A (LP, 16.67 Hz), 2.0 - 5.4 (SP, 50 Hz), 2.7 - 20.8(SP,10 Hz)

Reflectometer on ILL and ESS target stations (reference, R=1)
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